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Nothing To Fear

Misreading Muslim immigration in Europe John R. Bowen

If you want to read a European book decrying Islam and Muslims, you have many to choose from. The

dominant style on the continent is memoir, recounting the horrific experiences of a Muslim (or formerly

Muslim) woman in her Islamic milieu. Infidel and The Caged Virgin, by former Dutch parliamentarian

Ayaan Hirsi Ali, are the most familiar in this genre. The best-selling French titles speak for themselves:

Dishonored; Mutilated; The Sold Ones and The Fatiha (both on forced marriages); Disfigured; Souad,

Burned Alive; and Latya, Her Face Stolen.

Europe’s anti-Islam sentiment may be expressed most visibly in memoirs because Europeans have been

reticent to condemn Islam—or religion more generally—outright. Americans, however, seem to prefer a

less subtle approach. In the United States, alongside the autobiographies, we find two kinds of direct

attack on Islam: as a “gutter religion” (Robert Spencer’s The Complete Infidel’s Guide to the Koran) and

as a threat to our fundamental values—a threat that has already overrun Europe and is now heading this

way.

I am interested in the second style. They’re asleep; we’re next—so we are warned in Bruce Bawer’s

While Europe Slept: How Radical Islam is Destroying the West from Within. We hear a similar message in

his Surrender: Appeasing Islam, Sacrificing Freedom; in Brigitte Gabriel’s They Must Be Stopped; and

Mark Steyn’s America Alone: The End of the World as We Know It.

Perhaps these books are innocent, less about an animus against Islam than an expression of Americans’

secret delight in knocking weak-kneed French and English politicians. Or maybe we simply prefer

displacing our anxiety about Islam from the nice Pakistani surgeon next-door onto jihadists invading

European cities.

But these cheerful readings do not do justice to the books’ somber tone or their striking thematic

consistency (shared with many like-minded Web sites). Islam, they argue, has shocked Europeans, the

shock comes from Islamic values, and the clash is unlikely to subside. These three themes—Islamic shock,

value conflict, and unending struggle—evoke Samuel Huntington’s “clash of civilizations,” but with added

urgency: Muslims are now on the wrong side of the Huntingtonian line.

We need to take this argument seriously and understand what is wrong with it. And—to cut right to the

chase—it is wrong on every detail that matters.

• • •

Consider first the idea of an Islamic shock, that Islamic immigrants have disrupted European life in ways

completely unlike previous waves of immigrants. On its face, the argument is valid: before World War II,

most workers migrating into a Western European country were European Christians (usually Catholics),

who looked more or less like the natives. By contrast, the new workers coming into Germany, Britain,

France, and elsewhere after 1945 included more non-Europeans than ever before, and most were rural

Muslims from Africa or Asia. Post-1970s we have been witnessing a third wave of people from Africa and

Asia trying to make their way into Europe’s supranational regime of immigration, the Schengen Area, a

zone comprising 25 countries. For many securely inside the Area, Europe may seem a fortress with its

Maginot line at Calais (confusingly, Britain is outside the Area) and its porous points on the shores of

Mayotte and the walls around the Spanish North African enclave cities of Ceuta and Melilla. Storming the

walls, swimming the seas, or trekking across borders are refugees and asylum seekers, people claiming

family-reunification rights, people working without proper papers, people on the way, perhaps, to having

proper papers—all immigrants less welcome but pressing to get a toehold on the Old Continent.
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For those not on the far right, complaining of too many ‘immigrants’ has been a relatively safe way of

complaining of too much Islam.

There are real differences among these three historical streams of immigrants. And the Islamic character

of much of the second and third waves has indeed bothered many Europeans. Mayors refusing to allow

the construction of—and, a few times, razing—mosques; landlords refusing to rent to Muslims;

controversies over headscarves; and now, in Switzerland, minarets, singled out as signs of “Islamism.” All

these recurrent actions testify to the Islamic shock felt by many, not to mention the rhetoric of far-right

political parties. For those not on the far right, complaining of too many “immigrants” has been a common

and relatively safe way of complaining of too much Islam.

But Islamic shock is not simply a description of differences in flows of people. The claim is that the new

wave of immigration has been uniquely disruptive of a European “way of life.” This narrative of

pre-Islamic immigration by white Europeans sharing the same values, going to the same churches, and

welcoming new immigrants with their good hearts, it turns out, is baloney. Yet even the most

knowledgeable of the European-Islamic-threat writers, the journalist Christopher Caldwell in his

Reflections on the Revolution in Europe (2009), describes an undifferentiated Europe now besieged by

Muslims. Conveniently forgotten are centuries of religious wars, revolutions and counter-revolutions,

attacks on Belgian and Italian immigrants to France, and, of course, the events of the early 1940s, in

which good French and Dutch people joined good Germans in denouncing and arresting Jews and

transporting them to death camps.

Lest we relegate those events to a distant past, we should ask how much serious reflection on 1940s

culpability one hears from the Netherlands, say, or Norway (or Poland or . . .), or why it remains so

difficult to extradite war criminals from Germany, or why old-style anti-Semitism (by hooligans, not

Moroccans) remains so firmly-entrenched in the European landscape.

The pertinence of these objections comes from the Burkean core of Caldwell’s complaints, highlighted by

his title. People, he argues, should not have to radically change their ways of life. But the massive arrival

of Muslims has forced such changes, wrested quiet Europeans from their peaceful ways, and forced them

to look at minarets next to their steeples. Yet when about one-third of French people freely admit to being

racist, and some Britons on camera casually compare Muslims to cockroaches, the conservative argument

loses some of its bite. Perhaps some Europeans need a good jolt to confront the persistent racism that

plagues the continent. It was not by calming troubled souls that the United States moved from centuries of

slavery and Jim Crow to electing a black President. Confronting the American dilemma required a long

fight for civil rights. Most of us think that we are a better society for it. Perhaps Europeans would take a

comparable and proper pride in confronting the European dilemma, making good on their own premises

and promises of social equality.

Caldwell’s Burkean argument does not involve new policy. Burke himself championed the gradual,

English way of change over the abrupt French one (forgetting how much violence accompanied the

Glorious Revolution). What then are the practical conclusions to be drawn from anti-Islamic Burkean

sentiments? Europe is already a plural society. Do we send Muslim European citizens “back”? More

common are calls to reverse the misguided “multiculturalist” policies that engendered large Muslim

populations in the first place.

This is an odd argument, given that neither culture nor its multi-ness had anything to do with the arrival of

the workers and their families. Workers came out of mutual economic self-interest. After World War II,

European governments recruited workers (who happened to be mainly Muslims) to rebuild Europe. The

governments placed these workers in lodgings away from the rest of the population. The schools taught

immigrant children in Arabic or Turkish not out of multicultural correctness but on the theory that they

would one day leave with their families. When the immigrants did not leave, and the recession of the

1970s made their presence less desirable, family reunification became the main argument for allowing

new immigrants to settle legally in Europe; this remains the case today. Muslim migration after the years

of labor recruitment is not the product of a theory of cultural diversity. It is almost entirely due to
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Europeans obeying international legal requirements that people be allowed to lead a “normal family life.”

In Europe and elsewhere, there is a widespread assumption that all Muslims think one way and all

non-Muslims another.

Indeed, current laws and policies in most of Western Europe do not promote immigration, but mainly

guarantee residents’ legal rights. In Britain this means the right to wear religiously motivated dress to

school and eat religiously required foods in the school canteen. In the Netherlands and France it means

the right to have state support for religious schools that open their doors to anyone. These rights were won

by earlier generations of Catholics and Protestants; they have nothing to do with naïve multiculturalist

Islamophilia. While these legal rights are often challenged—by onerous language requirements in the

Netherlands, or severe restrictions on family reunification in Italy—in principle, they are assured.

• • •

The second thesis, about a conflict over values, is similarly shaky. The central idea is that Muslim culture

or religion (or both) have been disruptive not because of local prejudice but because Muslims do not share

European commitments to universal values. The argument has nation-specific inflections: in the

Netherlands, it often crystallizes around the Dutch tolerance for gay men versus Islamic intolerance of

same; in Norway, around cases of forced marriage; in France, Belgium, and, most recently, Italy around

the oppression of women symbolized by a few hundred niqabs or burqas.

These arguments suffer from two defects: shallow historical memory and “block thinking.” As Paul

Sniderman and Louk Hagendoorn remind us in their When Ways of Life Collide (2007), a generation ago

those Dutch people who today vaunt their egalitarianism and their toleration of all lifestyles were

authoritarian in family life and homophobic in public and in private. A recent study found a rising number

of young Dutch men who espouse attitudes of tolerance, but then attack gay men. Nor have Europeans

always been gender-equal. Two generations ago, French women were not able to vote and did not have

the same rights to property as men, and Muslim women in much of the world had more avenues to gaining

divorce than did most European women. Europeans, Africans, and Asians all have been moving gradually

toward greater legal recognition of equal rights for women and men, and everywhere it has been a

struggle.

Perhaps more insidious is block thinking, whereby the diversity of perspectives within a social group is

collapsed into a single caricature. Today, in Europe and elsewhere, there is a widespread assumption that

all Muslims think one way and all non-Muslims another. True, polls show that in relatively non-religious

Europe, Muslims are more likely than non-Muslims to be opposed to abortion, homosexuality, and suicide.

According to a 2009 Gallup survey, in France 78 percent of the general public finds homosexuality

morally acceptable, compared to 35 percent of French Muslims. We could also, however, compare

Europeans with Americans on this question. A 2009 Pew study reported that 49 percent of Americans find

homosexuality to be “morally wrong,” that regular church-going means a greater likelihood of

disapproval, and that American Protestants and American Muslims disapprove of homosexuality in equal

measure—60 percent. The gap is not between Islam and the West, but between more religious and less

religious people.

• • •

What about the idea of an unending struggle? Some Islamophobes claim that differences in civilization

and religion between Islam and Europe will last because a fast-growing Muslim population is poised to

take over European cities and establish political control in the name of a global ummah. This argument

disputes the notion that Muslim immigrants (and, a fortiori, their children) will do what most immigrants

do: adapt. To the contrary, the argument says, multiculturalist—as opposed to assimilationist—policies

isolated Muslims just as ummah TV was reaching youth with calls for jihad, and the new generations will

continue to be motivated by radical Islam in all areas of their lives: as they plan families, build schools,

and riot, all with Islamic political victory as their goal.
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Proponents of this argument can point to the greater Islam-mindedness of Muslims growing up in Europe

from the late 1980s on. That generation began to organize—using the opportunities and political styles

characteristic of each host country—to achieve equal social, political, and religious rights. British

Pakistanis and Bangladeshis organized local action committees and sharia councils; French North

Africans formed national confederations of mosques; rival factions of German Turks tried to reach the

level of agreement required to form a public corporation and receive state aid (they still have not done

that).

In creating sharia councils, British Muslims began to look “separatist,” and some do call for greater

authority for sharia mediation. Against that British institutional background, a good number of younger

Muslims call for governance “by sharia,” whatever that might mean. French Muslims began to look

“corporatist,” as national organizations sought control over local mosque financing; everyone—Muslims

included—calls for laïcité (secularity) to be applied equally. Throughout Europe, some Muslims

developed ties with transnational groups: intellectual ties with the Muslim Brotherhood, spiritual ones with

West African Sufi orders, financial ones with Gulf sheikhs.

In other words, these Islamic political actors have adapted to national opportunity structures with more or

less success: more in the cases of British, French, and Belgian Muslims, less in the cases of German,

Dutch, and Swedish ones. The organizing that ostensibly proves Islamism is on the rise in fact shows that

these immigrants are following the examples of their predecessors. Like Catholics and Jews before them,

Muslims build religious schools and associations—usually with external financial aid—and get involved in

elections. In Britain, Bangladeshis and Pakistanis are more likely to vote than others. This might look to

some like evidence of Muslims trying to take political control, but political engagement seems to be

accompanied by trust in government. The 2009 Gallup poll on Islam and integration found that Muslims in

Germany and Britain had more confidence in the courts and the national governments than did the general

German and British publics. (French Muslims had slightly less confidence in each.) In France, half of all

Muslims supported the law most often cited there as anti-Islamic: the 2004 ban of Islamic headscarves

from public schools. Muslims are adapting like everyone else and are divided like everyone else.

Since European Muslims are working through national political structures, some of them become

frustrated when those structures fail to make good on the promise of equal treatment. The most extreme

response to this frustration is France’s urban strife, from the riots that began in late 2005 in some poor

areas to rising everyday violence ever since. France’s FBI, the Renseignements Généraux, analyzed the

2005 violence as “popular revolts” fueled by joblessness, family breakdown, and discrimination—an

analysis with which the not-terribly-liberal Economist concurred. If one assumes that Islam governs all

antisocial acts committed by people with Arabic or Turkish last names, then the French authorities cannot

be right. Thus Caldwell’s surprising and unsupported conclusion that although the rioters may not have

said they were rioting for religious reasons, in fact they were all fundamentalists who believed in Team

Islam.

European Muslims are increasingly acting like other Europeans in the polling place and in the bedroom.

Attempting to refute arguments about assimilation, anti-Muslim writers also assert that Muslims will

continue to have high birthrates because the Prophet told them to and because it serves the Islamist

strategy to conquer Europe. Anti-Muslim Web sites predict that in 2050 Europe will be half Muslim. The

German government is supposed to have said this; though, in reality, it said the opposite. Conservative

pundits from Patrick Buchanan and Bernard Lewis to the commentators at the partisan Population

Research Institute warn that Europe and Christianity will succumb to Islam because of differential birth

rates. The now-viral “Muslim Demographics” video on YouTube tells viewers that France has 1.8 children

per family but “Muslims, 8.1 children per family” and that “in just 39 years, France will be an Islamic

Republic.” Both the BBC and the skeptic Web site Tiny Frog have assembled detailed rebuttals.

Putting aside the faulty data—France does not even collect demographic data by religion—these

arguments have two deficiencies. First, total fertility rates (TFR) are falling in many of the Muslim-

majority countries sending people to Europe. During the period 1985-2003, the TFR fell from 3.3 to 2.2 in
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Turkey and from 4.5 to 2.5 in Morocco, thus approaching European rates—France has a TFR of 2.1.

Second, Muslim women born in European countries are doing precisely what demographers predicted:

having fewer children. Fertility rates for Muslim women born in European countries are declining quickly,

heading toward rates for natives.

But even if European Muslims are increasingly acting like other Europeans in the polling place and the

bedroom, don’t Islamic institutions—mosques and schools—feed the ranks of al Qaeda? A number of

jihadists have come from Europe’s cities, but as the counterterrorism expert Marc Sageman argues in

Leaderless Jihad (2008), they were woefully uneducated in Islam and thus incapable of evaluating the

jihadist arguments. “It follows,” he writes, “that more religious education for these young men might have

been beneficial.” Developing centers of religious learning and teaching—as the governments of many

European countries are committed to doing—will help spread more sophisticated understandings of Islam.

• • •

Europe will survive its changing composition, as it has before. But the political shape of the Europe that

emerges will depend on how European leaders frame the matter of citizenship. Europeans have some

experience, not particularly rosy, of dividing people by religious affiliation and of making one group the

scapegoat for all that ails them. A sequel probably will not lead to a happier end. Most European

leaders—on the right and left—know this and are seeking ways to build and broaden national institutions

to include, on equal grounds, their Muslim citizens. They are supporting the creation of schools and

mosques, debating the hard questions of sociability and religious freedom, and developing new ways of

enforcing anti-discrimination laws. To be sure, some European political figures are rekindling old fires.

Those of us on the other side of the Atlantic would do well to understand the constructive efforts rather

than fanning the flames.

Post this page to:      

Comments

Resolving the challenge of Islamophobia in the West

The current blowing winds of Islamophobia in the West (America and Europe)seem to have been caused

of three major reasons: firstly, the western community lacks basic understanding about Islam,secondly,

there emerges a mind set in the west(the western society of writers, international strategists,historians

whose orientations have been to make a clear ideological division between Islam and the west( as has

been manifested by the so-called clash of civilizations), and thirdly, the attitude of an extremist Muslim

ideology.

Yet there is great need of time to ward off_ the ongoing differences being created between the Muslim

world and the West- by bringing the two sides closer via an intellectual discourse.

— posted 01/26/2010 at 22:03 by Syed Qamar Afzal Rizvi

Well said

This is a useful rebuttal to the proliferating nonsense on this topic. I thought Christopher Caldwell was

smarter than this. I wish all the people writing about Islam and the West had Bowen's sensible outlook,

pragmatic view of history, and principled support for basic liberties.

The rhetoric over Muslim immigration takes on an especially pernicious cast because the West has

decided that it is at war with Islam (sorry—"terrorists"), but this is ultimately a species of xenophobia as it

has existed from time immemorial. The "natives" always fear the immigrants without recognizing that

immigrants have a strong urge to assimilate.

The first generation of immigrants seems very different, but their children work their way into existing

social norms. Those norms may change a bit in the process, but the idea that immigrants from

predominately Muslim countries will wreak havoc on European institutions and ways of life is
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preposterous for all the reasons Bowen provides.

And Americans have nothing to worry about. We've killed so many innocent Arabs and Muslims and so

demonized and insulted their traditions that we'll soon enough see a net emigration, I suspect. Islam may

be growing as a religion in the U.S., but it's largely due to black nationalism, not Arab immigration.

— posted 01/27/2010 at 11:16 by Maxwell

Bowen is a liar

Depite your quote marks Robert Spencer has never called Islam a gutter religion. But Farrakan did regard

Jews. Leftist Fascist!

— posted 01/27/2010 at 21:01 by Cowboy

Bowen

A few things: 1 - Spencer never used the term "gutter religion". 2 - the intellectual discourse wished for by

Mr. Rizvi will help no one, save for those who wish Islam to become dominant. 3 - Other people in this

world are not you. They cannot and do not think or see the world as you do. Your fantasy of talking and

everyone getting along is a black-tie-party wet dream - it will never happen. What can very easily happen,

though, is that Mr. Maxwell gets his well-meaning throat slit for his trouble, his wife and daughters raped.

Other people are NOT YOU, they do not share the same values because they have their own, which can,

and normally do, differ greatly from yours. You are a fool and a dreamer, the type that is usually executed

first.

— posted 01/27/2010 at 21:21 by Tom Jones

Standards of accuracy

As others have pointed out, Spencer has never called Islam a "gutter religion" - the term was actually used

by a prominent American Muslim, Louis Farrakhan, to describe Judaism. This kind of

sloppiness/sliminess is pervasive among leftists like Bowen - you have nothing to pin on Spencer, so take

a despicable quote from one of your Muslim pals and attribute it to Spencer.

Bowen needs to put up a retraction and an apology to Spencer on this website.

— posted 01/27/2010 at 21:43 by FedUpIndian

Has the author even read the Koran?

Any muslim will agree that the Koran describes both a universal system and a personal constitution. To

argue against Islam is not to pick fault with individual muslims but to critique Islam itself. You may well

have perfectly nice individual muslims, but if the mean reversion tendencies within muslim societies is

something that we disagree with then we have a problem. Basically, Islam is a nation without borders, and

its constitution is the Koran. The Koran is turn is at odds with the US constitution in the sense it

emphasises "submission" as opposed to "freedom" and individual liberty. More religious institutions

won't lead to a 'more sophisticated understandings of Islam' in the positive sense that you venture, if

Islam itself is rotten at its core.

— posted 01/27/2010 at 21:53 by Jack

"Gutter religion"? That's not in Spencer's books.

I think you're referring to Louis Farrakhan's description of Judaism as a "gutter religion".

Research, Mr. Bowen.

— posted 01/27/2010 at 22:47 by Geoff

I must be psychic ...
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because I know the author will not apologize to Spencer or to us readers for the libel.

With Spencer's preference to reason rather than litigate I suppose it is a very safe way of attacking

someone the author disagrees with and does not want us to hear.

— posted 01/27/2010 at 23:24 by Na Yeo

Yeah, Right

As ever, the self absorbed western liberal writes about Musim immigrants as if they truely are tempest-

tossed when in fact an enormous region of the world with outsized influence is ruled by that faith in

societies the author would never want to live in.

There is nothing wrong with Europe wanting to ban the burka or the minaret given what societies that

have burkas and minarets look like in terms of free speech, minority religions and gay tolerance.

As for th fisrst comment, my personal experience is the more I have read about Islam and its texts the

more I am concerned with the issues skirted by this author.

— posted 01/28/2010 at 00:42 by Rakiba

Disgusting Journalism

Absolutely disgusting how you falsely attribute a quote to Spencer that was made by a muslim! Farrakhan

has shown himself to be an intolerant hater time and again, and then you take something Farrakhan said

and attribute it to Spencer? A man whose research is ROCK SOLID? I mean - really - can you find

ANYTHING in Spencer's writings that isn't backed up by the Islamic texts themselves? Anything?

If only your research was as credible and as thorough as Spencer's, you would have NEVER falsely quoted

him as you did.

Shame on you - you owe him an apology (assuming you have the integrity to do so when you should...)

As for European muslims acting like the Europeans, do you even watch the news? Can you say 'car

burnings' in french? Or white rape in England & Germany? If there's one thing they have time and again

shown is that they DO NOT integrate. That's not our fault - its theirs.

— posted 01/28/2010 at 01:13 by Greg

Ignorance About Islam

The author's vast ignorance of Islam is painfully obvious in this poorly researched article.

Islam is not compatible with Western culture or values, on the contrary, they are diametrically opposed.

Islam is a totalitarian ideology whose inventor Mohamed mandated that Islam be the only "religion" on

earth and that Islam along with its Sharia, rule the world.

Islam is what Islam does. If the author is interested in just how Muslims behave in Dar al Islam take a

good look at Saudi Arabia or Iran.

How many Christian churches are there? Do Christians practice their religion freely and without fear in

Dar al Islam? Ask the Christian Copts in Egypt just how things are going there since Muslims invaded

Egypt 1200 years ago.

The author needs to stop regurgitating apologist propaganda defending Islam from legitimate criticism

and do some real investigating and learning about Islam for himself.

Like I said start at its heart Saudi Arabia.

— posted 01/28/2010 at 01:24 by Ice Star
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amateur hour

(1)Bowen writes and reasons like a half-educated propagandist.

(2)Bernard Lewis is no "conservative pundit". For decades, working out of Princeton, he was the foremost

expert on Islam in the U.S.

(3)The quiet Muslims in infidel lands are "unperfected Muslims". Soon to be, when the demographics and

politics are right, outflanked by their righteous brothers and brought into the fold. Not my idea. Simply

read what Muslim religious leaders say.

(4)Christ died for his beliefs. Muhammed made everyone else die for his. From these beginnings, with

many twists and turns,we have the two civilizations, Western and Muslim, which they spawned, with all

the inherent contradictions.

(5)There is no Golden Rule in Islam. Which undermines the whole humanist mind set the author uses as

his drawing board.

(6)Bowen should throw out his keyboard and find some other venue by which to pursue his amateur

interests.

— posted 01/28/2010 at 02:37 by robert a

Intellectual discourse about Islam

In the first comment, Syed Qamar Afzal Rizvi appeals for 'intellectual discourse' about Islam. Sounds fine.

Just one problem. Muslims refuse to take part in discourse if the agenda includes doubting the Qur'an as

the immutable word of God.

But it would be good to discuss the Qur'an's evident plagiarism, numerous inconsistencies, bad grammar

and a host of other issues that clearly undermine Islam's claim to possessing the immutable word of God

in the form of the Qur'an.

Anytime you are ready Syed.

— posted 01/28/2010 at 05:52 by Buraq

Bowen's false attribution

Bowen wrote:

"...we find two kinds of direct attack on Islam: as a “gutter religion” (Robert Spencer’s The Complete

Infidel’s Guide to the Koran)..."

Robert Spencer pointed out on his blog, Jihad Watch, that he never used the phrase "gutter religion" to

describe Islam in his book, The Complete Infidel’s Guide to the Koran, nor in any of his other books, for

that matter.

If Bowen meant to say that Spencer *implies* this epithet, then Bowen is a poor writer, for his locution

rather connotes that the phrase is to be found in that book.

— posted 01/28/2010 at 07:14 by Hesperado

A collectivity of nitwits

It's pretty clear Bowen isn't attributing the quote to Spencer. He's characterizing Spencer's argument,

suggesting that Spencer believes Islam to be a "gutter religion" in much the same way Farrakhan believes

Judaism is a "gutter religion." Everyone knows the provenance of that phrase and appreciates its

connotations of intolerance, and Bowen never attributes it to Spencer.
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I love the comments here. Notice how you're all just reinforcing Bowen's argument about "block

thinking." I suppose you all came here from Spencer's blog in order to protect his "intellectual" integrity.

Rakiba's comment is particularly amusing: let's ban burkas because we need free speech! Does it not

occur to you that freedom of expression involves the freedom to express things you don't agree with?

How about you defenders of Christendom engage the points this author, who actually knows something

about religion and politics, is making. Or not. You can just keep spewing invective and abuse.

— posted 01/28/2010 at 07:29 by Julian

Julian and Maxwell

Julian caricatured Rakiba's point thusly:

"...let's ban burkas because we need free speech!:

And added the rhetorical question:

"Does it not occur to you that freedom of expression involves the freedom to express things you don't

agree with?"

However, Rakiba's actual point was:

"There is nothing wrong with Europe wanting to ban the burka or the minaret given what societies that

have burkas and minarets look like in terms of free speech, minority religions and gay tolerance."

Rakiba is pointing to a much larger issue than mere free expression. In the U.S.A., we do have a tradition

of allowing even pernicious groups to express themselves fairly freely -- as for example allowing the

K.K.K. to march and publicize their credo in public. Europe, however, has developed certain severe

limitations on this in response to the horrors of Hitler and the convulsions of war his madness caused.

Thus Holland, for example, bans the publication, sale and distribution of Mein Kampf, the infamous book

by Hitler. European countries that have these kinds of legal limitations based in the "Never Again" resolve

(i.e., never "another Holocaust") are not merely restricting free expression of "things they don't agree

with", as Julian puts it so blandly. They are restricting what they feel to be ideas that promote, and have

the potential to galvanize, an ideology that was horrifically dangerous to society, and thus could be again.

It is in this spirit that Rakiba and others wish to delimit the influence of Islam.

As for Maxwell, he wrote:

"The rhetoric over Muslim immigration takes on an especially pernicious cast because the West has

decided that it is at war with Islam..."

I don't know what planet Maxwell is currently residing on, but on planet Earth, the West is nowhere near

deciding that it is at war with Islam. Alas, the West is light years away from that decision. It never ceases to

amuse me how Leftists, who currently enjoy massive support for their attitudes about life by virtue of the

fact that PC MC is dominant and mainstream throughout the West -- such that, for example, even the

majority of conservatives throughout the West believe that Islam is a "religion of peace" and that most

Muslims are "decent moms and pops like the rest of us" -- continue to indulge the paranoid view that the

West is somehow against them.

— posted 01/28/2010 at 07:53 by Hesperado

Gutter Journalism

Making up lies about critics of Islam is just "Gutter Journalism". Robert Spencer has never called Islam a

"gutter religion." You can google the phrase in 1 minute discover that you are a liar.

The question remains in my mind, "What or who is motivating you to make up lies to discredit Islams

critics?" It's well known that the Saudi Arabians sponsor groups and individuals who will be critical of

opponents of Islam. Are you on the take?
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— posted 01/28/2010 at 08:47 by Jim

Problems in Bowen's argument

For Bowen to argue that Europeans in the countries which are the recipients of large-scale Muslim

immigration have "nothing to fear," it seems to me he would have to show at least three things to be very

probably true. Namely, (1) that the increasing Muslim population there does not pose an increased

security risk by having within it a subgroup of militant jihadists (with supporters and sympathizers), (2)

that the Muslim population there will stop increasing from its current levels and its current trend of

increase, and (3) that most Muslims are moderate and do not want sharia law. He has not provided

adequate evidence to support any of these claims. Practically nothing in his lengthy article provides any

substance in support of these three main points.

1. Bowen does not cite police, security, or intelligence experts who state that the increased Muslim

population in Europe is not associated with increased probability of terrorist threats and attacks. Nor does

he cite statistics showing this to be the case.

2. Bowen does not deny that the proportion of Muslim population in Europe is increasing. He does

however cite some irrelevant statistics pertaining to Turks and Moroccans who have not immigrated into

Europe, and other statistics that do not even distinguish between Muslims and non-Muslims, that might

suggest that the increase is slowing somewhat in the past few years. Even if it were true that the increase

in Muslim population in Europe is decreasing somewhat, there is no evidence that it will stop increasing,

and there is no evidence that the non-Muslim population in Europe will stop decreasing.

3. Polls and surveys indicate that the vast majority of Muslims in the largest Muslim countries want strict

sharia law, and that large minorities of Muslims in countries such as the U.K. and Canada want sharia

(and that only a small minority indicates opposition to sharia), and that the vast majority Muslims in

Europe and North America want tight sharia restrictions on all statements about Islam that are deemed

(by Muslims) to be critical of Islam (while only a tiny minority actually supports free expression in the

sense of allowing criticism of Islam in public).

Also note that a distinction needs to be made here as to whether Bowen should have “nothing to fear,”

and whether Europeans in the countries in question should have “nothing to fear.” From his article, I get

the impression that Bowen himself is not in the least troubled by any aspect of the increasing Muslim

population in Europe (except for the presumably “Islamophobic” among some Europeans, whom,

incidentally, Bowen treats as a block) and that there is nothing about Islam that troubles him either.

Indeed, he seems to argue that the increase of Islam and sharia in Europe is inherently good and that it

will make Europeans more tolerant. What Bowen seems to overlook is that most Europeans do not want

sharia. Unfortunately, Bowen has made a case for himself as to why he shouldn’t fear increasing

Islamization of Europe. And why would Bowen fear Islamization and sharia, which he seems to consider

to be good for Europe? He has not made a case as to why most Europeans should not have reasonable

and healthy concerns (i.e., “fears” in Bowen’s characterization) about Islam.

Perhaps the most interesting thing about this article, which is heavily critical of both European and

American non-Muslims, is that Bowen has not one critical word about Islam. Most interestingly of all, he

seems to thing sharia is a good thing.

— posted 01/28/2010 at 11:16 by Mark W

typo

Please excuse the typo in my last sentence. (I meant: Most interestingly of all, he seems to think sharia is

a good thing).

Bowen: "…American Protestants and American Muslims disapprove of homosexuality in equal

measure—60 percent. The gap is not between Islam and the West, but between more religious and less

religious people."

I agree that there is a difference between more versus less devoutly religious people generally on such

issues. But another important difference, suggested by a British poll, was that 62% of Muslims think

homosexuality should be illegal. What percentage of American Protestants want homosexuality to be
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illegal?

Bowen: “The 2009 Gallup poll on Islam and integration found that Muslims in Germany and Britain had

more confidence in the courts and the national governments than did the general German and British

publics.”

Perhaps because the U.K. has allowed sharia courts, judges in Germany have appealed to the Quran in

rendering their rulings, and the governments of both countries are strongly pro-Islam in their public

rhetoric.

Bowen: “In France, half of all Muslims supported the law most often cited there as anti-Islamic: the 2004

ban of Islamic headscarves from public schools.”

I’ve never thought that the headscarf issue was all that important, except when women are being forced or

strongly pressured to wear it. I think burqas should be banned in some public and commercial places for

security and safety reasons (and health reasons for those who have to wear them), but headscarves which

still show the whole face aren’t a real problem. (The strongly secularist French ban all religious symbols in

some public places, the headscarf being only one such symbol. Crosses, etc., are also banned in such

places). Secondly, does the “half” who support the ban of the headscarves happen to consist mostly of

Muslim women by any chance? And is Bowen aware that the headscarf may not be merely a free choice

for the woman in all cases, but rather something imposed on her in some cases by zealous fathers,

brothers, husbands?

Bowen: “Attempting to refute arguments about assimilation, anti-Muslim writers also assert that Muslims

will continue to have high birthrates because the Prophet told them to and because it serves the Islamist

strategy to conquer Europe.”

First, there are Muslims who say this, not just critics of Islam (all of whom Bowen tars with the “anti-

Muslim” brush). Second, according to Islamic Hadith, Muhammad did tell Muslims to have high birth

rates in order to outnumber other peoples.

Bowen: “The now-viral “Muslim Demographics” video on YouTube tells viewers that France has 1.8

children per family but “Muslims, 8.1 children per family” and that “in just 39 years, France will be an

Islamic Republic.” Both the BBC and the skeptic Web site Tiny Frog have assembled detailed rebuttals.”

Sure, it’s easy to rebut hyberbole and hysteria. But how about showing, as Bowen's argument suggests,

that the proportion of Muslim population in Europe will likely stop increasing or possibly decrease?

P.S., as to the argument above about the attribution to Spencer, generally quotation marks are used to

attribute an exact quotation to someone, and Bowen has cited not only the author but also the book in

which the quote is supposed to be contained. The most likely reading is that Bowen wants readers to

understand that Spencer made this quote in the cited book.

— posted 01/28/2010 at 11:46 by Mark W

Out of touch

Mr. Bowen appears very much out of touch with reality. This isn't the first article that misses the point

and does not fit the facts. Speaking from experience in Minnesota, the Muslim population is not

interested in assimilating. It is ironic that he believes that Europe and the US should respect Muslim

cultural values and yet most Muslim countries have NO respect or make no allowances for Western

cultural values. He does not seem to see the contradiction in this. If one is an immigrant one has the

obligation to learn and conform to the standards of the adopted country which can easily be done without

compromising one's cultural values. Relgious values are another thing and when religion compromises a

secular society then religion must change. Very disappointing article, again.

— posted 01/28/2010 at 12:50 by M. D.

What a COMPLETE twat you are. So far at least you are not actually living alongside Muslims
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who cheat benefits systems, demand special dispensations, create havoc, rape and kill. you may well soon

because the USA is at least as stupid as European Governments and allowing increasing Muslim

immigration - like another 6000 Somalis.

Ask Parisiennes, ask Londoners, ask the Danes, Norwegians, Swedes, dutch, germans, spanish and

italians.

WAKE UP YOU MORON. Sharia is coming to YOU soon. Will you stick to your line when it does?

— posted 01/28/2010 at 13:08 by bewick

Why Bowen is partisan against Islam critics

Jim asks Bowen: "What or who is motivating you to make up lies to discredit Islams critics?" [...] Are you

on the take?"

Jim,

Bowen wouldn't need to be literally bribed by Saudis or anyone else to have a bias against Islam critics

that leads him to mischaracterize their views. Bowen is an anthropologist who works with Muslim

communities. If he wants those relationships to continue smoothly, he can't criticize Islam (if he has any

such criticisms to make). If he did, his work with Muslims would be finished; the vast majority of them

would have nothing to do with him. Moreover, in working with Muslim communities for so long, he

seems to have adopted many of their views. Hence, we see Bowen being sharply and freely critical of

(non-Muslim) Europeans and Americans--to the point of committing all the sins of bigotry he accuses

Islam critics of committing--yet he has no criticisms whatsoever of any aspect of Islam or sharia. He loves

sharia and Islam, at least insofar as they are intrinsically interesting areas of anthropological investigation

for him. The increase in Muslim presence, Islamization, and sharia, is a boon to Bowen; he loves to study

Islam and sharia in all its wondrous diversity and variety. More research projects, more grants, more

adventure. He has perhaps become a de facto member of the Muslim community; an advocate, activist,

and participant, not just a reporter. One also has to wonder just how much Bowen and hundreds of others

like him, have, deliberately or not, actually contributed to the advance of sharia in Europe.

By attacking Islam critics, he is no doubt scoring major points socially with the Muslim communities with

which he works. I do get the strong impression that he is saying what he genuinely believes.

— posted 01/30/2010 at 09:59 by Mark W

I'm all for 'intellectual discourse' and believe we should start with artistic discourse first. Who'll

help me fill the jar for a piss Mohammed?

— posted 01/30/2010 at 10:16 by LAG

Surely you are not serious

Concisely, this essay is twaddle.

— posted 01/30/2010 at 10:33 by Mason

Not serious? Try me.

I've been drinking coffee all morning. I think I can find a Danish cartoon for the image part.

— posted 01/30/2010 at 11:33 by LAG

criticism

The concept of the freedom is problematic that it concerns the sacred and the layman. The meaning of the

sacred is in its social dimension: the nation the dogmae, and mutually admitted. consider the criticism as

Cartesian approach is a headway for the intellectual nevertheless it can feed the hatreds and instigate riva

— posted 01/30/2010 at 15:44 by moez lagha
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The writer of this naive article says, "Those of us on the other side of the Atlantic would do well to

understand the constructive efforts rather than fanning the flames." Actually, it is articles like this one

that "fan[s] the flames" by distributing incorrect, untrue, and completely out-of-touch nonsense about

Islam and its effect on the areas, both in Europe and in America, where large-scale immigration has

occurred.

What is the writer trying to accomplish? That is really the most important question about this article.

What is its purpose?

— posted 01/30/2010 at 16:05 by ulyssesmsu

Worthless

A full essay on Islam in Europe and not a word about the Danish caroons and the world-wide Islamic

riots. What a joke this essay and John Bowen himself really are. remember how the left, academic/media

types jumped to the defense of Pi$$ Christ?

— posted 01/30/2010 at 21:17 by Gittman

Worthless

A full essay on Islam in Europe and not a word about the Danish caroons and the world-wide Islamic

riots. What a joke this essay and John Bowen himself really are. remember how the left, academic/media

types jumped to the defense of Pi$$ Christ?

— posted 01/30/2010 at 21:19 by Gittman

Thing is, why bother?

I'm not religious, but I wonder if the people with humanistic values who write these essays are really

ready for a post-christian world.

If you don't subscribe to the notion that you are your brother's keeper, then a lot of what has been written

here doesn't make much sense.

Take Saudi Arabia and how they treat guest workers. No hope of citizenship, sent home when the Saudi's

are done with them.

Why shouldn't Europe do the same with Muslim immigrants?

Or take America?

Why even go through the emo associated with having immigrants like these? No matter how you slice it,

there is still overhead associated with assimilating immigrants.

My question is why bother?

John R.Bowen, Dunbar-Van Cleve Professor in Arts & Sciences at Washington University

Hmmm. Probably a pretty predictable individual. In outlook and worldview.

I'll venture to guess he isn't a fan of Dobson or Pat Robertson or that bunch.

So why is he so gung-ho about getting a new batch of fundies? They've "assimilated" really well over the

past say 300 years of American history.

Care to give me odds on this new set assimilating his values? It could happen.

Or it might not. 100 years from now...

Anyway, I don't have the slightest idea what "Burkean" means in this context. I've heard the name John
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Burke before, but let's face it, there have been 36, 39, 40 billion humans who have ever lived. Lots of real

smart guys who wrote a lot of stuff.

Got knowledge overload, and I'm not even going to bother to google it.

But I'll throw out a couple of names. The Reverend Malthus, whom I'm sure everyone is familiar with.

And Garret Hardin.

Lots of people in the world don't buy into the "I'm my brother's keeper" mindset.

Why should Europe or America? You see Japan or Korea welcoming immigrants? China?

Let those guys start, then we'll talk.

— posted 01/30/2010 at 22:33 by anonymous
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